
Congress will soon decide whether to change
the American electoral system. Several private
commissions—one headed by former presidents
Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter—have already
reached their conclusions and proposed changes
to the way we run our elections.

Since the founding of this country, state and
local governments have had primary responsibil-
ity for running congressional elections. Congress
has the authority to override state and local reg-
ulations regarding congressional elections,
although the Founders foresaw this power being
used only in “extraordinary circumstances.” The
events of 2000 were not “extraordinary.” 

Congress should preserve the primacy of the
states in electoral administration. If Congress
decides to spend federal tax money on elections,
the funds should go to the states without any
strings attached. Nationalizing elections
through federal mandates would be a constitu-
tional and policy mistake.

Until now the election reform debate has

ignored the need to preserve the integrity of elec-
tions. Voters have at least the obligation to regis-
ter and to be informed enough to cast a ballot
successfully. Seeing election reform as a collec-
tive problem to be solved solely by collective
action is a profound error that may harm the
Republic.

The states should be free to make their own
decisions about voting equipment and voter reg-
istration systems. Congress should reform the
Motor Voter law by removing the obstacles that
have ruined many voting lists. States should con-
sider sharply limiting absentee and other voting
outside the polling place. Provisional voting will
prove costly both in direct outlays and in delay-
ing election results. Election Day should not be a
national holiday. Media projections of election
results do little harm and should not be banned
directly or indirectly by government. Voters need
more education, a goal served by more competi-
tive elections and an end to current restrictions
on campaign finance. 
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Introduction

Following the disputed presidential elec-
tion of 2000, Congress seemed ready to move
quickly to reform American elections. Conflict
soon replaced consensus, however, especially
in the House of Representatives, and other,
more pressing issues filled the congressional
agenda. Congress is now expected to address
election reform in the fall of 2001. 

While Congress worked on other issues, sev-
eral commissions examined the putative short-
comings of American elections and proposed
reforms. A commission headed by former pres-
idents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter reported
first,1 followed shortly by reports from a loose
alliance of liberal organizations2 and from the
National Council of State Legislatures,3 the
National Council of Secretaries of State,4 and
state and local election administrators.5 The
findings of these groups may well inform poli-
cymaking in Congress.

Until now, most of the debate about elec-
tion reform has focused on technical details,
perhaps because of Florida’s legacy of hang-
ing chads and residual votes.6 This paper will
take a broader look at election reform.
Improving America’s elections is more than a
matter of buying better machinery for regis-
tration and voting. Election reform, like
much of our politics, involves our deepest
constitutional and political values. This
paper will examine proposals to reform elec-
tions in light of those values.

Constitutional
Considerations

Most reformers look to the federal gov-
ernment to improve elections. However, from
the beginning of the Republic, state and local
governments have had primary responsibility
for electing the president. In Article II, sec. 1,
the Constitution grants state legislatures the
power to decide how to select presidential
electors. Although much of the controversy
in 2000 concerned the presidential election,

most of the debate about election reform will
focus on the power of Congress to regulate
elections throughout the nation. The states
have also traditionally administered elections
to the House and the Senate. Nationalizing
administration of congressional elections
would depart from settled practice. Would it
contravene the Constitution? Answering that
question requires a clear and distinct idea of
the constitutional basis of congressional
authority to regulate the administration of
federal elections.7

The Constitution confers authority on
Congress to regulate congressional elections
in Article I, sec. 4, clause 1 (the so-called
Elections Clause):

The Times, Places and Manner of
holding Elections for Senators and
Representatives, shall be prescribed
in each State by the Legislature
thereof; but the Congress may at any
time by Law make or alter such
Regulations, except as to the Places
of chusing Senators.

The second section of the clause allows
Congress to override the states in regulating
elections. This override was controversial
from the start. During the Constitutional
Convention, two delegates tried and failed to
strike the section that begins “but the
Congress may at any time. . . .” Speaking
against that deletion, James Madison said the
congressional override assumed “the State
Legislatures will sometimes fail or refuse to
consult the common interest at the expense
of their local conveniency or prejudices.”8

During the ratification debate, the anti-
Federalist opposition to the Constitution
attacked the Elections Clause, arguing that a
predatory Congress would assume full con-
trol over all elections to rig the continual elec-
tion of “the wealthy and well-born.”9 That
critique forced James Madison, Alexander
Hamilton, and others to justify and explicate
the Elections Clause. 

In Federalist no. 59, Hamilton notes that
the Constitutional Convention could have
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given authority to regulate elections to the
national government alone, to the states
alone, or to both. Hamilton recounts the
convention’s decision:

They have submitted the regulation
of elections for the Foederal
Government in the first instance to
the local administrations; which in
ordinary cases, and when no improp-
er views prevail, may be both more
convenient and more satisfactory;
but they have reserved to the nation-
al authority a right to interpose,
whenever extraordinary circum-
stances might render that interposi-
tion necessary to its safety.1 0

The Constitution clearly establishes a pre-
sumption that the state governments are to
regulate congressional elections largely
because, as Madison said at the Virginia rati-
fication debate, the states are “best acquaint-
ed with the situation of the people.”1 1 That
presumption could be overcome, Hamilton
said, in “extraordinary circumstances.”
According to the original understanding, the
Constitution did not establish an unrestrict-
ed right of the national government to over-
ride state regulation of elections; it could do
so only in “extraordinary circumstances.”
What were those circumstances in the view of
the founding generation? 

On this question, Madison and Hamilton
offer slightly different answers. For the latter,
the federal override prevents the state govern-
ments from destroying the union. He worried
that if the states had exclusive control, a few
“might accomplish the destruction of the
Union, by seizing the opportunity of some
casual dissatisfaction among the people (and
which perhaps they may themselves have
excited) to discontinue the choice of members
for the Foederal House of Representatives.”1 2

Madison later gave a similar account of the
reasoning of the convention on this point at
the Virginia ratification debate.13

Madison supplemented Hamilton’s view of
the Elections Clause. The convention, Madison

says, “thought that the regulation of time,
place, and manner, of electing the representa-
tives, should be uniform throughout the conti-
nent.” By this he did not mean that the nation-
al government should impose a detailed blue-
print on states and localities. Instead, Madison
believed the national government should over-
ride state regulations to avoid gross injustices:
“Should the people of any state by any means
be deprived of the right of suffrage, it was
judged proper that it should be remedied by the
general government.”1 4

In sum, the founding generation did not
believe Congress had plenary power to regu-
late state elections. Defenders of the
Constitution, not to mention their anti-
Federalist opponents, saw the Elections
Clause as favoring state primacy in almost all
situations, save for Hamilton’s and Madison’s
exceptions. A Congress attentive to the origi-
nal understanding of the Constitution would
avoid federal control over elections absent
extraordinary circumstances.1 5

In retrospect, the presidential election in
2000 was simply a close contest dependent
on a recount in one state. National unity did
not come into question nor do we have con-
vincing evidence that officials denied anyone
the right to suffrage, though some
Americans, as always, did not successfully
cast ballots.1 6Moreover, survey data indicate
Americans were more satisfied with their
democratic process after the 2000 election
than after the 1996 contest.1 7 Neither the
election nor the electoral systems used by the
states constitute the “extraordinary circum-
stances” foreseen by the Founding genera-
tion.1 8 Accordingly, the constitutional basis
of a federal override of the states is absent.
Without that foundation, Congress should
not set about regulating state elections.

It should also be recognized that the
courts have asserted broad de facto constitu-
tional authority for Congress to override vir-
tually any state regulations on elections. In
1880 the Supreme Court stated:

If Congress does not interfere, of
course [electoral regulations] may be
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made wholly by the State; but if it
chooses to interfere, there is nothing
in the words to prevent its doing so,
either wholly or partially.1 9

In 1997 a majority assumed in passing
that Congress could override the states in
matters of election administration including
both general and primary contests.2 0

Concerning the Elections Clause, like many
other parts of the Constitution, the Supreme
Court has rejected the original understand-
ing of the Constitution in favor of a strong
national state.

For purposes of argument and analysis, I
will accept this broad interpretation of the
Elections Clause. Having done that, I can
only hope for a second-best solution in
which the original understanding of the
Elections Clause creates at best a presump-
tion in favor of the primacy of the states, even
if not the originally intended high bar
against federal action absent “extraordinary
circumstances.” I will examine proposals for
election reform with an eye to preserving the
role of the states.

Nationalizing Elections

Given the current understanding of the
Elections Clause, Congress has a de facto
power to spend money on federal elections.
Should it? Election officials in the states are
now eager for new federal funding for elec-
tion reform.2 1As in other policy areas, a great
danger exists that federal money will come
with federal controls. On the whole, the
states might be better off refusing money
from Washington. 

In fact, it seems likely that Congress will
soon pass a law concerning federal elections.
Given that, the question facing the nation is
whether Congress will also give the states fed-
eral tax money to carry out the law or impose
the cost of the new legislation wholly on the
states. In that light, a federal commitment to
comity with the states might lead Congress
to send funding to the states.2 2The question

of how states might receive federal money
without becoming subservient to Congress
and national political groups remains.

Congress can send money for election
reform to the states in three broad ways. It
can mandate specific policies and provide
money for their implementation. If Congress
does provide money, it could either make fed-
eral money conditional on the states’ meet-
ing federal guidelines or it could simply give
states the money with few strings attached.
Federal mandates are the least respectful of
the states, whereas block grants allow states
the most discretion.

Federal Mandates
Sen. Christopher Dodd (D-Conn.) and

Rep. John Conyers (D-Mich.) have jointly
introduced a bill that places several mandates
on the states regarding election equipment
and administration.2 3 Senator Dodd has
said, “There is only one way to guarantee that
these reforms become part of the fabric of
our democracy, and that is to require them
and give the states the resources they may
require to weave them into their state and
local practices.”2 4 Six liberal Democrats on
the Ford-Carter commission also supported
federal mandates.

The public debate on election reform has
evinced a surprising respect for the role of the
states in election administration. The sponsors
of the leading bipartisan bill in the House rec-
ognize “that the federal government should not
mandate solutions. States and localities have
expertise and practical experience, and the fed-
eral government should work with them to
ensure the integrity of the process.”25 Rep. Bob
Ney (R-Ohio), House Administration Commit-
tee chairman, has said: “I am not on the man-
date side. We have to be extremely cautious
about federalizing elections.”26 As a result, the
House seems unlikely to pass legislation con-
taining federal mandates of election standards
and technology.

Ney’s doubts about federal mandates are
shared beyond Congress. The officials who actu-
ally administer elections, the National
Association of Secretaries of State, oppose feder-
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al mandates on elections.27 The same can be said
of the National Council of State Legislatures.2 8

More surprising perhaps is the unwilling-
ness of the National Commission on Federal
Election Reform (the Ford-Carter commis-
sion) to support federal mandates. Not many
years ago, a prestigious centrist undertaking
like the Ford-Carter commission would have
recommended a federal solution for all elec-
tion issues. Instead, a majority of the commis-
sion took no position on whether Congress
should mandate policies and standards. The
majority recommended that Congress adopt a
set of conditions for getting federal assistance
and then noted that “specific choices on how
to comply with these conditions should be left
to the discretion of the states.”29 Only 6 of the
19 commission members supported a federal
mandate.3 0

This general skepticism about federal man-
dates is well-grounded. The nationalization of
elections sought by Dodd-Conyers would
impose inflexible standards on thousands of
elections in as many localities. The mandate
approach is a throwback to the Great Society
era, when Washington always knew better and
states and localities were considered merely
instruments of national policy.3 1

Conditional Funding
Instead of mandates, Congress could pro-

vide incentives for the states to meet nation-
al standards. Specifically, Congress could
make federal funding dependent on the
states meeting conditions for election
reform. Such conditional grants are theoreti-
cally friendlier to federalism since they allow
states the choice of whether to comply with
congressional conditions. In fact, the lure of
federal largesse generally creates the same
outcome for the states as a federal mandate:
a state is bound by standards and policies
created in Washington to serve the interests
of members of Congress. 

Conditional grants create another poten-
tial threat to state oversight of elections. If
federal money is dependent on meeting fed-
eral conditions, someone must decide when a
state has met those standards. One possibili-

ty would be that a pertinent authority within
a state would certify that it has met the con-
ditions for the grant. Anyone who favors
competitive federalism (and not a federalism
dominated by the national government)
would prefer state certification if there must
be conditional grants related to election
administration. Another option, less friendly
to the states, would be for a national agency
to certify that a state has met the conditions
for federal money to flow. Dodd-Conyers
gives the power of certification to the attor-
ney general.3 2 The Ford-Carter commission
leaves the question of certification open. The
power of certification would clearly give
enormous control over elections to a federal
official or agency. We should not ignore the
possibility that such power would be abused
to force states to accept policies and stan-
dards that might skew elections toward one
party or the other. 

Of course, self-certification by the states
would mean placing some trust in state offi-
cials. That trust would be backed by public
knowledge of the situation in a state. If
Congress is to pass conditional grants related
to elections, it should respect the states
enough to allow them to certify their compli-
ance with the conditions established by the
national legislature. Moreover, dividing
power among the states involves less risk to
the nation; states might betray their trust
here and there in self-certifying (though it
seems unlikely in the face of the diverse and
aggressive media), but a powerful federal
agency or official intent on reshaping federal
elections for partisan or other reasons could
do far more damage to our democracy.
Finally, we should keep in mind that
Congress would be making rules for congres-
sional elections, a good reason to be distrust-
ful. As Madison put it:

No man is allowed to be a judge in his
own cause; because his interest would
certainly bias his judgment, and, not
improbably, corrupt his integrity.
With equal, nay with greater reason, a
body of men, are unfit to be both
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judges and parties, at the same time;
yet, what are many of the most impor-
tant acts of legislation, but so many
judicial determinations, not indeed
concerning the rights of single per-
sons, but concerning the rights of
large bodies of citizens; and what are
the different classes of legislators, but
advocates and parties to the causes
which they determine?33

Block Grants
Congress could also provide money to the

states for election reform with neither man-
dates nor conditions attached. Providing
money through such a “block grant” approach
would give states maximum flexibility to deal
with whatever election problems they wish to
address in whatever way they thought best.
Block grants would foster state experimenta-
tion in election reform, a discovery process that
would both produce new answers to questions
of election administration and allow states to
adapt policies to their circumstances. A bloc
grant approach promises the best policy out-
comes and fits well with the primacy of the
states implicit in the Elections Clause.

We may be on the cusp of Congress’s nation-
alizing congressional elections, contrary to the
original understanding of the Elections Clause
and clear considerations of good policy. The
original understanding of the Elections Clause
provided for a federal override of the states only
under extraordinary circumstances. Such prob-
lems as did exist in 2000 hardly constitute a pre-
text for nationalizing elections. If Congress
wishes to send money to the states for election
reform, it should allow the states broad discre-
tion in spending those funds. In the end,
Alexander Hamilton’s remark that state
responsibility for elections is “more convenient
and more satisfactory” still rings true. 

Two Neglected Obligations

The national discussion about election
reform has largely ignored the obligations of

citizens and governments. Along with con-
cerns about preserving federalism, these
obligations should inform any assessment of
competing policy proposals.

The Integrity of the Ballot
States have a responsibility to protect the

integrity of the ballot. A recent report by elec-
tion administrators explains the rationale for
this duty:

Voter registration systems are the
basis of election legitimacy in most
of the United States. In most states
each county maintains a database of
names, addresses, and signatures for
all eligible voters in that county. Its
purpose is to guarantee that only
people eligible to vote can do so and
that no one can vote more than once.
Any major compromise of the voter
registration system could lead to
fraudulent elections.34

Congress has made it virtually impossible
for the states to make good on this obliga-
tion. In 1994 Congress passed the National
Voter Registration Act of 1993 (popularly
known as the Motor Voter law). The law
aimed at making it easier for citizens to reg-
ister to vote while protecting the integrity of
the electoral process and ensuring that accu-
rate and current voter registration rolls were
maintained. Registration rolls grew by 20
percent from 1994 to 1998. 

Motor Voter has not been good for the
integrity of the ballot. It allowed citizens to
register to vote simultaneously with an
application for a driver’s license, by mail, or
in person. The act made it harder to verify
the identity of voters seeking to register. It
also considerably complicated the states’
task of keeping the registration rolls clean.
For example, to remove a voter who has
moved from the rolls of a voting district, the
local jurisdiction has two choices. First, it
can get written confirmation of the move
from the citizen. Lacking that, the jurisdic-
tion has to send a notice to the voter. If the
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notice card is not returned and the person
does not vote in two general elections for
federal office after the notice is sent, then the
jurisdiction can remove the person’s name
from the rolls.35

The cost of those mailings is significant.
In Indiana, for example, such a mailing
would have a price tag of about $2 million, or
about twice the Election Division’s entire
annual budget. Given this price tag and the
limited resources of most local election
boards, we should not be surprised that the
registration rolls throughout the nation are
wildly inaccurate.3 6 Congress made sure in
1994 that the cost of cleaning the voting lists
would be prohibitive.

Since the presidential election, Americans
have seen new evidence of the disorder of reg-
istration rolls in several states. In Indiana, for
example, the Indianapolis Star looked closely at
the rolls. The newspaper concluded that tens
of thousands of people appear on the voter
rolls more than once and that more than 300
dead people were registered. In general,
experts believe one in five names on the rolls in
Indiana does not belong there.3 7 A recent
study in Georgia found more than 15,000
names of dead people on active voting rolls
statewide.3 8 Alaska, according to Federal
Election Commission, had 502,968 names on
its voter rolls in 1998. The census estimates
only 437,000 people of voting age were living
in the state that year. Similar studies in other
states would no doubt return similar data.3 9

In the Ford-Carter report’s list of harms
done by inaccurate voting are two important
ones:

1. Significantly inaccurate voter lists
add millions of dollars in unneces-
sary costs to already underfunded
election administrators and under-
mine public confidence in the
integrity of the election system and
the quality of public administration.

2. Significantly inaccurate voter lists
invite schemes that use ‘empty’
names on voter lists for ballot box
stuffing, ghost voting, or to solicit

“repeaters” to use such available
names. For generations these prac-
tices have been among the oldest and
most frequently practiced forms of
vote fraud. . . . The opportunities to
commit such frauds are actually
growing because of the trend toward
more permissive absentee voting. 4 0

Individual Obligations
Adult citizens of the United States have a

legal right but not a legal obligation to vote.
Many Americans choose not to exercise their
right to vote. That too is their right in a free
society. Mandatory voting would run counter
to American traditions of individual freedom.
Perhaps for that reason mandatory voting has
not been on the congressional agenda.

At the same time, citizens in a constitutional
republic have responsibilities as well as rights con-
nected to voting. Those who do wish to vote are
expected to undertake some minimal obliga-
tions related to voting. They have to register,
thereby proving their eligibility for the fran-
chise. Voters are also expected to gather
enough information to make reasoned
choices on Election Day. A task force
appointed by the National Council of State
Legislatures has provided a good list of voter
responsibilities:

1. Make informed choices about candi-
dates and issues. 

2. Exercise the right to vote. 
3. Keep your voter registration informa-

tion current. 
4. Know your voting precinct and the

hours of operation. 
5. Bring proper identification to the

polling place as required by law. 
6. Know how to operate voting equip-

ment properly. 
7. Treat Election Day workers with

courtesy. 
8. Respect the privacy of other voters. 
9. Report problems with the process or

violations of election law. 
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10. Ask questions when confused. 
11. Check completed ballot for accuracy.41

These considerations seem commonsensical
and fully in tune with American traditions of
individual rights and responsibilities.

The Ford-Carter report mentions the
obligations of the individual citizen only
twice. The first mention suggests that individ-
uals do have both rights and obligations con-
nected to voting; the second mention suggests
that voters have little obligation to educate
themselves to vote.4 2The report suggests that
any failure in an election is a collective failure,
which should be set right by collective action.
The report adopts a “social work” view of vot-
ing: the individual voter is a victim who bears
no responsibility for successfully casting an
informed vote or ensuring the integrity of the
ballot by registering to vote. In this view, indi-
vidual voting is simply an outcome of collective
forces, and government should adapt voting
equipment and procedures to voter shortcom-
ings. The Ford-Carter report reflects well the
activists’ view on this point: few in the media
have suggested that voters have even minimal
obligations that go with the right to vote.
Voters are portrayed as victims of malevolent
forces that seek to “disenfranchise” them. Few
people seem willing to state unwelcome
truths: voters sometimes intentionally miscast
votes,4 3and, in Florida, the spoiled ballots of
2000 seem to be a result of poor voter educa-
tion by the parties combined with voter inex-
perience and ignorance rather than public
malevolence.4 4

To be sure, government should not make
voting unreasonably difficult. However, by
denying individual responsibility, the Ford-
Carter report shows little respect for citizens.
Democracy posits that citizens are capable of
assuming responsibility in important matters.
The Ford-Carter report, by contrast, sees citi-
zens as children who need the help of a benign,
technological nanny to exercise the franchise.
We should expect more from citizens.

Americans should protect their rights,
including the legal right to vote. At the same
time, fair and informed elections require citi-

zens to meet minimal obligations, including
registering and gaining knowledge about the
choices offered and how to vote. These obliga-
tions have been largely ignored in the current
debate on election reform. Instead, we have
heard much about the victimization of voters. 

The rhetoric of victimization presents two
subtle threats to American public life. First,
by implying that all obligations are collective,
such rhetoric suggests that voters are not
capable of assuming the minimal obligations
of casting a ballot correctly or registering to
vote. If citizens come to believe that, the
Republic will be undermined. A constitution-
al republic assumes that its citizens are capa-
ble of contributing to collective choices and
of assuming certain minimal obligations
related to voting. If Americans come to doubt
that assumption, how much longer will they
recognize each other as political equals? 

Moreover, for every victim, there is a vic-
timizer. For voters in 2000, the argument
goes, the victimizers were public officials
intent on “disenfranchising” voters. Those
who accept this claim inevitably distrust elec-
tion officials, their fellow citizens who puta-
tively benefit from “disenfranchisement,”
and American democracy. Over time, this dis-
trust may do real damage to the comity
among citizens needed by a republic. 

Policy Proposals

I turn now to the leading proposals for
changing American elections. Since federal
mandating or conditioning of changes in
elections is not in keeping with our constitu-
tional system, these proposals are recom-
mendations to state legislatures only. 

Equipment Standards
Americans have learned a great deal since

last November about the technicalities of vot-
ing and voting machines. The Ford-Carter
report says each state should set a benchmark
for voting system performance defined by its
residual votes.45 They also call for a new fed-
eral agency—the Election Administration
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Commission—to develop voting equipment
standards “for the benefit of state and local
election administration.” 4 6

Although it seems to be a technical issue,
the question of equipment standards goes to
the heart of the federalism question in election
reform. Ultimately, setting standards has
implications for state taxpayers. Meeting an
equipment standard may well require more
spending and higher taxation by the states.
Why should a state budgetary decision like
that be made in Washington? Keep in mind
that such spending inevitably involves trade-
offs either against other government purposes
(including goals like improved voter educa-
tion) or against individual freedom (if addi-
tional taxation is required). If the states have
primacy concerning elections except under
“extraordinary circumstances,” elected state
officials decide on such tradeoffs. The cre-
ation of a new federal agency also bodes ill for
a strong competitive federalism. One danger
would be that the new agency would acquire
“mission creep” and eventually, with the help
of Congress, become the central authority
over elections in the United States. Absent a
national authority, the states will be free to
compete in developing benchmarks for equip-
ment and new strategies for improving elec-
tions. A new federal agency would only cut
short that discovery process and impose the
agendas of national politicians and national
interest groups on all the states. 

The experience in Florida suggests that
the Ford-Carter commission is on more solid
ground in proposing that each state deter-
mine what constitutes a vote in the case of
recounts, contests, and certification. Had
Florida done that, the unpleasantness of last
November and December might have been
avoided. The states should have full authori-
ty to determine what constitutes a vote with-
out federal interference.

Provisional Voting
Citizens who go to the polls and are not

on registration lists generally cannot vote.
Provisional voting, used in California and
Washington State, allows a person whose

name is not on the list to be issued a ballot.
The voting authorities then confirm or dis-
confirm the provisional voter’s eligibility and
either accept or reject his or her ballot. 

The Ford-Carter commission reports that
in King County, Washington, about 2 percent
of the ballots were cast provisionally; 78 per-
cent of those were later found to be valid. In
Los Angeles County, California, about 4 per-
cent of totals were cast provisionally, and 61
percent turned out to be valid, at least in part.
The costs of provisional voting in these two
areas were not trivial. In King County, 15 staff
members took nine days to evaluate the provi-
sional ballots. In Los Angeles, it took 30 staff
members two weeks to count the provisional
ballots.4 7 On the basis of these numbers, we
can estimate that provisional balloting would
have directly added $2.7 million to the cost of
administering the 2000 election.48 The total
costs would be higher if we took into account
the costs associated with delaying election
results for several weeks. 

At this point, the question of individual
obligations related to voting is pertinent.
Absent provisional voting, the costs associat-
ed with registering (including making sure
one is registered) fall primarily on the indi-
vidual voter. At the same time, the benefits of
casting a vote—which are primarily expres-
sive4 9—also accrue mostly to the individual
voter. Provisional voting forces taxpayers to
absorb the entire cost of verifying registra-
tion. Therefore, the incentive to ensure that
one is on the registration list is significantly
reduced. In cases where provisional ballots
turn out to be valid, this cost shifting may be
justified. The experience of King County and
Los Angeles County taken together indicates
that about 37 percent of provisional ballots
are not valid. Projected to the nation as a
whole for the 2000 election, state govern-
ments would spend at least $1 million on
checking invalid voter registration claims.
Provisional voting would allow individuals
wrongly claiming to be eligible to vote to
impose a $1 million cost on taxpayers. Each
state should consider these additional costs
before adopting provisional voting.
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Statewide Voter Registration
The Ford-Carter commission advises

states to set up computerized statewide voter
registration. The commission recommends
that every state collect substantial informa-
tion about registering voters including the
last four digits of their Social Security num-
bers. The commission also suggests that
states share data on registered voters with
other states. The Ford-Carter commission
wisely leaves the decision about whether to
set up an advanced voter registration system
to each state.

Presumably, the reason for setting up a
networked registration system would be to
create an accurate and usable database. As
noted earlier, the Motor Voter law has made
it all but impossible to correct inaccurate vot-
ing lists. However fancy the computers, states
working under the onerous rules of Motor
Voter will not be able to clean their registra-
tion lists. Ideally, Congress should move now
to reform Motor Voter and make it easier for
states to regain control of registration lists. A
second-best policy would be to exempt states
that are establishing state-of-the-art registra-
tion systems from the costly multiple mail-
ings and other roadblocks to accurate lists
set out in the Motor Voter law. In the end, the
damage done by inaccurate registration lists
is not caused by outdated systems and will
not be improved by expensive technology.
The primary cause of registration inaccuracy
is the Motor Voter law. 

Making Election Day a National Holiday
The Ford-Carter commission recom-

mends using Veteran’s Day as a national hol-
iday for voting. They argue that having such
a holiday would make it easier to obtain poll
workers and would enhance the civic charac-
ter of the election.50 The commission’s justi-
fication is rather different from the argu-
ments usually heard in defense of a national
holiday for voting. Usually proponents argue
that a national holiday will increase
turnout.5 1Many advocates of higher turnout
believe liberalism and the Democratic Party
would benefit because the poor, the less edu-

cated, and minorities are overrepresented
among nonvoters. However, a careful study
of nonvoters found that universal turnout
would produce trivial benefits for
Democratic candidates and liberal positions.
The authors of the study conclude, “Taken as
a whole, nonvoters appear well represented
by those who vote.”52 Moreover, a study of
voting turnout across nations and over time
reveals that weekend voting in Europe (simi-
lar to a voting holiday) has no statistically
significant effect on voter turnout, and coun-
tries that move to or from weekend voting do
not see an increase or a decrease in turnout.5 3

In any case, a concern about declining
turnout is misplaced: voter turnout has
remained roughly at the same level since
1973 or so.5 4

Absentee Balloting
Many observers, including the Ford-

Carter commission, regret the growth in
absentee and other voting outside of polling
places. In 2000 about 20 percent of all votes
were either sent absentee or filed early. All of
Oregon’s votes and about half of Washing-
ton State’s came by mail; California saw near-
ly 25 percent of its citizens using absentee
ballots. More than a quarter of all voters filed
early in Tennessee and Texas.55

We should be concerned about the possi-
bilities for fraud implicit in the rise of voting
outside polling places.5 6 The move toward
absentee voting saves money and is conven-
ient for voters. How should we balance the
possibility of fraud against money and con-
venience? Recall that both voters and the
states have minimal obligations to ensure the
integrity of the electoral system. Asking most
citizens to show up at a polling place to cast
their ballot is an effective way to prevent
fraud. The states should move quickly to
reduce absentee voting by adopting stricter
standards for issuing an absentee ballot.

Media Projections
Media projections of election winners in one

state or another or for the whole nation have
been controversial in the past. In the 2000 elec-
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tion, the media called Florida for Al Gore about
15 minutes before all the polls in the state
closed. Some argued that this projection dis-
couraged many Bush voters from casting a bal-
lot. At least one scholar suggested that this early
call of the winner, though retracted later, cost
Bush thousands of votes.57 In general, academ-
ic studies have found little robust evidence that
media projections have profoundly affected
American elections.5 8

Despite a dearth of data, the Ford-Carter
commission recommends that the media
avoid calling any presidential election results
as long as polls remain open in the 48 con-
tiguous states. If the networks refuse that
suggestion, the commission urges Congress
to prohibit any government entity from dis-
closing electoral results at the precinct level
and above. By denying results to the media,
the commission hopes to make their projec-
tions more inaccurate, thereby raising the
costs of calling races. Finally, if the media still
do not get in line, the commission says
Congress should impose uniform poll clos-
ings across the nation.5 9

The commission’s focus on media projec-
tions leads it to propose central control over
when election results can be made public and
uniform, national polling hours. Perhaps
such measures would be justified if media
projections did profound harm, but the evi-
dence does not establish deep damage to the
body politic. Moreover, the Florida debacle
embarrassed the television networks and no
doubt will lead them to be more careful in
the future about making projections before
the polls have closed in a state.6 0

The commission’s final step to influence
the media—uniform national poll-closing
hours—imposes large administrative costs on
states and localities while mandating a one-
size-fits-all solution for all states. A task force
of election administrators note that uniform
poll-closing hours will deprive some
Westerners of the chance to the vote; will
introduce confusion on Election Day; and
will make it hard to recruit and train poll
workers, who will have to work longer hours.
They conclude, “The problems created by try-

ing to force uniform poll hours far outweigh
any supposed gains.”6 1

Voter Education
Voters miscast many ballots in the elec-

tion of 2000, and more voter education may
make sense. The question is how this might
be done. Traditionally, voter education about
issues and candidates has been done by pri-
vate efforts while the electoral authorities
inform voters about casting their ballots. As
mentioned earlier, the states should be left
free to make their own decisions about how
much to spend on voter education; it would
hardly be surprising if the need for voter edu-
cation varied from state to state or from
locality to locality. 

Others have more specific ideas about how
to educate voters. The Ford-Carter commission
recommends that during the last month of the
campaign the television networks be forced to
provide five minutes each night to each presi-
dential candidate who has qualified for federal
matching funds. The networks or their local
affiliates would have to provide free time to
state and local candidates.62

Supporters of “free time” claim that the
public owns the airwaves and thus can attach
conditions to the licenses to use the common
property granted to the networks. The
Supreme Court has upheld regulations like
the “equal time doctrine” of the broadcast
spectrum on the grounds of scarcity. The
“free time” argument seems much like the
“equal time” argument: the market does not
lead to enough talk about politics, therefore
the media should be compelled to provide
more at no charge to the candidate using it.

The foundation of “free time” is hardly con-
vincing. Scarcity is no justification for govern-
ment action; it simply begs the question of
whether administrative allocation is justified.6 3

On the whole, the free market has proven itself
far better than government at efficiently allo-
cating scarce goods or services. In any case, with
the advent of cable broadcasting, television
time has become much less scarce and seems
likely to become even more plentiful as broad-
band becomes more widespread. 
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On the other hand, government is good at
creating and enforcing deadweight losses.6 4In
the case of “free time,” the loss to the share-
holders of corporations who own the televi-
sion networks will be exactly matched by the
gain to candidates who will receive “free”
advertising. Looked at narrowly, “free time” is
a zero-sum game, which produces no net ben-
efits for the nation. From society’s point of
view, however, the resources spent on strug-
gling over “free time” are a deadweight loss.

Compelling the networks to provide “free
time” does provide benefits to candidates for
office who receive a good without paying for
it. The ad time is paid for by the owners of the
media companies who are forced to provide
it to the politicians; their losses equal the rev-
enue foregone by not selling the ad time on
the open market. “Free time” is a particularly
insidious form of rent-seeking since the ben-
efits go directly to the politicians who force
the media to provide them with uncompen-
sated goods and services. At the same time,
forcing shareholders of media companies to
pay for ad time inevitably compels individual
owners of stock to support political candi-
dates and political causes they might not
otherwise support. “Free time” is really a
form of compelled speech, which distorts
democracy and forces individuals to affirm
views they abhor.6 5

The “free time” proposal does rest on a ker-
nel of truth: the media are crucial in educating
voters during an election. Surprisingly, those
who support “free time” also generally sup-
port campaign finance “reform.” The “free
time” proposal assumes we need more talk
broadcast by the networks. In contrast,
“reformers” are currently proposing to limit
access to the broadcast media by labor unions,
corporations, and most interest groups.6 6On
the one hand, “reformers” ostensibly want to
widen access to the media for talk about poli-
tics; on the other, they close off that very access
by direct prohibition. “Reformers” may be
tempted to argue that “free time” is paid for by
the public for public purposes while the
“sham ads” prohibited by S.R. 27 (popularly
known as McCain-Feingold-Cochran) are pri-

vately funded and corrupt the public. Recall,
however, that the shareholders in media com-
panies pay for the “free time” from which
politicians benefit. “Free time” means that
some private entities pay and other private
individuals benefit.

Those who believe election reform should
be separate from questions about campaign
finance are mistaken.6 7 Election reform
includes the proposition that “election offi-
cials should encourage as much participa-
tion by the public in the electoral process as
possible.”6 8 Reaching that goal requires
allowing Americans to freely contribute to
campaigns and candidates and parties to
freely spend in pursuit of votes. In particular,
we need more competitive elections to garner
the attention of voters and provide more
information about candidates.6 9 The best
policy for educating voters would be to liber-
ate campaign finance from the command-
and-control system now in place.

Conclusion

The anger and bitterness associated with
the struggle over the 2000 presidential elec-
tion have now passed for all but the most ded-
icated partisans. In the end, that struggle did
little or no damage to the American republic.
The staff of the Ford-Carter commission
found that Americans were more satisfied
with their democratic process after the 2000
election than after the 1996 contest.70

Lacking a crisis of the regime, Congress
may nonetheless centralize control of elec-
tions in the federal government to augment
its own power or to pursue partisan advan-
tage. Along the way, many Americans may
come to believe that their fellow citizens are
either not capable of assuming the minimal
obligations of citizenship or not to be trust-
ed on Election Day. The great danger to the
American constitutional republic was not the
disputed election of 2000. The greatest threat
lies ahead in what Congress does (or does not
do) and in what we say and come to believe
about each other and ourselves.
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